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Mystery Object – Silk 6 – Flying Shuttle

In Paradise Mill we have a number of original hand looms.  To weave on a loom you need this object.

It is a Flying Shuttle, invented by John Kay from Bury in 1733.  It sped up the process of weaving. 

What material is it made from? Natural or Synthetic (made by a 

person)?

It is made of wood with metal pointed caps on each ends.  The wood

is usually box wood, which is very hard.  This means it is less likely to 

splinter and damage the warp.  There is also a ceramic hole.  This is 

smooth and won’t damage the weft thread which passes through it.

What is it called?  Why do you think this object is called what it is?  

Can you think of anything else with that name?

It is a shuttle.  The word shuttle is from the Old English “scytel” meaning an arrow or dart and also the Old 

Norse word “skutill” meaning to shoot.  The verb “to shuttle” refers to the rapid to and fro movement. 

Other uses are a Space Shuttle (carrying astronauts to and from space); a shuttle bus or train (carrying 

passengers to and fro); Badminton shuttlecock (hit to and fro over the net).  The weaving shuttle carries 

the weft thread backwards and forwards across the warp in the loom.
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Can you think of any dangers in using this object?

Sometimes the shuttle can fly out of the loom while weaving.  If someone is walking past at the wrong 

moment they will be hit by the sharp metal pointed end.

The weavers also used to do something called “kissing the shuttle”.  This was sucking the weft thread 

through the ceramic hole to load it ready for use.  This spread germs and nasty lung diseases like TB 

(Tuberculosis).  The practice was banned and weavers were supposed to use a tool to pull the thread 

through the hole.  Many weavers continued to “kiss the shuttle” however it because it was quicker.  

Shuttles were eventually resigned so they were easier to load. 

Interesting facts

Inside the shuttle here you can see the golden silk thread.  The weft is held on a small wooden stick called a

pirn that sits in the shuttle.  Macclesfield silk workers tended to call these quills.  Children as young as 5 or 

6 years old would wind the weft thread onto the pirns.

Can you spot the furry material near the gold thread in the photo?

What do you think it is made from?

It is rabbit fur (another reason not to “kiss the shuttle”).  It is used to 

control the unravelling of the weft thread as the shuttle moves.  Other shuttles use a string, which the weft 

then passes underneath.
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